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Unveiled at last, a simple proven playbook to go from being a frustrated single man to having the

woman of your dreams. A proven strategy so effective, that Andrew was scared to unveil this

strategy to the world. "When I discovered this strategy, I was initially scared to share it with the

world. I didn't want to become a dating coach and the stigma associated with that. However I knew I

had to write this. I was frustrated with all the pain I saw inside men stopping them from getting the

women of their dreams. I'd been there, and I wish I'd known this strategy earlier." You'll learn how to

turn the number one barrier stopping men from chasing the women of their dreams, fear of rejection,

into your ally. You'll completely eradicate approach anxiety from your psyche forever, and most

importantly you'll acquire the number one trait that women find most attractive.
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If your looking for quick techniques to lay a bunch of chicks this wknd this isn't the book for you

(even though it could help with that too).This book more so focuses on a lifestyle change and it

encompasses every aspect you'll need to truly be an incredible person in the dating world and as a

mate. Also this book is a good read period on self development. He tackles some deep concepts in

here that EVERY MAN MUST KNOW to truly be their best self. Definitely recommend this to

anybody looking to transform their mindset an life in dating.

Phenomenal book and I haven't even finished it yet! The understanding from start to finish really

brings a sense of authenticity for myself, if you have challenges trying to attract more women into



your life or just want to build up your experience with the opposite sex then this book is a great

resource for you. Thank you buddy!

This is an excellent book. It starts with first getting the right mindset and becoming the best version

of yourself so that your life is in order and you have a solid foundation for going out and finding the

kind of your you are looking for to join you on your journey through life. It has some great ideas for

initiating conversations and some very useful things you probably won't find anywhere else. I would

definitely recommend this book!

When I got to read the preview, I was blown away by how the ideas shared were right where I was

hitting roadblocks in my own dating life. Now after reading the actual book, it's incredibily efficient in

the ways it can help any man improve his confidence with women he'd like to impress. Even for

people like me who have limited time for the dating scene, it is great to have ideas and examples of

how to make it a more enjoyable experience!

While there's a lot of books out there that teach you how to use tricks to pick up women, this one is

different. Andrew goes beyond women psychology and focuses on what it takes to be a man. A true

man that naturally attracts the right women to him. I don't want to spoil what's in this book, but I will

tell you it's the perfect read for any man who wants to become the best versions of themselves and

date women they can only dream about.

Long time listener of the podcast and I just got around to reading this book. Being a married man

and with "dating" in the tittle, I honestly didn't think I would find anything useful. I WAS WRONG.

Inside the covers of this book I found so much useful content for all aspects of my life including my

marriage. Great insight that every man will find useful. Andrew Ferebee.....Yeah, he definitely has

something here.

Everything that I have seen and heard from andrew has led me to believe that he has my best

interest (and yours) in mind. He is not about a Pua technique, he is about becoming the best you

that you can be and bringing a woman along for the ride.This book is proof of that. I am looking

forward to growing and changing and getting the women that I deserve.Thanks andrew.

I have been a fan of Andrew and his wealth of knowledge for over a year now. Not only does he



provide great information in all of his work, he puts in the leg work to support his information. He

genuinely cares about his followers as well as making a difference in the wold which is why I enjoy

promoting his work. Thank you for the help in the past Andrew as well as positive future ahead!!!!
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